Engineering

Good to know:
CANopen cabling
and
trouble-shooting
This note provides some hints how to implement CAN networks regarding
cabling, termination resistors, and other physical layer components.

N

etwork problems are often caused by not using proper termination at both ends, wrong bit rates for cable
lengths, incorrectly installed cables, and poor signal quality.
Best practice is a bus-line topology with short stubs. The bus
trunk line must be terminated at both ends by resistors that
represent the characteristic impedance of the line. The not
terminated stubs cause reflections and should be therefore
as short as possible. In CiA 301 there are given some guidelines on the maximum single-stub length and the maximum
accumulated overall stub-length.

Bus-line topology is ideal
CANopen is based on the CAN low-layers standardized in the
ISO 11898 series. The bit-timing settings are recommended
in CiA 301. Cabling and connector pin-assignments are
recommended in CiA 303-1. CAN is a two-wire differential
serial network. Actually, it is a 3-wire communication system,
if you consider the ground line. Connecting the grounds
between CANopen devices is highly recommended. Even
when galvanic isolation is used, it is recommended to fin a
path to ground.

In the past, most manufacturers did not ship CAN cards
with termination resistors installed. Thus, for those CAN cards
at the end of the bus-line, line termination must be installed.
Nowadays, many of the CANopen products come with preinstalled termination resistor. System designers should
disable them, if the device is not at one of the bus-line ends.
The maximum CAN length is 1 km at 50 kbit/s. The
bus-line should be as close as possible to a straight line to
keep reflections to a minimum. To extend the cable length (or
to provide galvanic isolation) a bridge-device or repeater can
be used. Figure 1 represents a typical network implementation. However, it is not the only one. It is also possible to
have the master connected in the middle with no termination,
with termination at the amplifiers at the end of the bus-line. If
a cable stub (not terminated cable) or a T-connector is used
to tap into the bus-line, then single-stub length should not
exceed the values as given in Table 1. But this these values
are for ideal conditions. For robustness reasons and to
provide a safety margin, the value recommended should be
much shorter. The CiA 301 CANopen specification provides
recommended guidelines for maximum cable lengths at
several bit-rates (Table 2).
Table 1: Maximum single and accumulated
stub-lengthsbus-line (CAN Newsletter)
Bit-rate

Figure 1: Typical CANopen network with Master at end of
bus-line (Photo: CAN Newsletter)

40

Max. single
stub length

Max. accumulated
stub length

1 Mbit/s

1,5 m

7,5 m

800 kbit/s

2,5 m

12,5 m

800 kbit/s

5,5 m

27,5 m

250 kbit/s

11 m

55 m

125 kbit/s

22 m

110 m

50 kbit/s

55 m

275 m

20 kbit/s

137,5 m

687,5 m
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Table 2: Not all CAN transceiver chips are able to support
bit-rates lower than 40 kbit/s, some support just bit-rates up to
500 kbit/s (CAN Newsletter)
Bus-length

Bit-rate

Bit-time

25 m

1000 kbit/s

1 µs

50 m

800 kbit/s

1,25 µs

100 m

500 kbit/s

2 µs

250 m

250 kbit/s

4 µs

500 m

125 kbit/s

8 µs

1000 m

50 kbit/s

20 µs

2500 m

20 kbit/s

50 µs

CAN YOU IMAGINE
THE POSSIBILITIES?
WE CAN!

Figure 2: Recommended guidelines (Photo: CAN Newsletter)
V2

Status LEDs are useful

V3

The CAN LED as recommended in CiA 303-3 indicates the
status of the CAN physical layer. Flashing red indicates errors
due to missing CAN messages (Sync, Guard, or Heartbeat).
Several manufacturers provide bus analyzer tools to help debug the CAN network. With power-off, you can use a simple
the CAN network powered-on, you can use an oscilloscope
to differentially measure the signal levels at both ends of the
CAN network. Sending and receiving messages between the
master and each slave node tests each device. Considering
the thresholds given in Figure 2, you can measure if dominant
or recessive signals are out of the invalid range and that rise
times are lower than 15 % of the bit-time.
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